ACTRESS ZOË KRAVITZ TAKES THE TOP SPOT IN PORTEREDIT’S FIRST-EVER
ANNUAL BEST DRESSED ISSUE, AS THE DUCHESS OF SUSSEX COMES IN AT
NUMBER FOUR
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NET-A-PORTER’s groundbreaking digital fashion magazine, PorterEdit, has released its firstever annual Best Dressed issue, with Zoë Kravitz, Margot Robbie, the Duchess of Sussex, Lupita
Nyong’o, Zendaya and more appearing in the top 25.
A star in the hit HBO show Big Little Lies and Fantastic Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald, 30-yearold actress Kravitz has consistently wowed on the red carpet this year in a series of showstopping
looks, including a daring lace dress at the Met Gala that left her almost entirely nude on one side.
Kravitz’s Big Little Lies costar Nicole Kidman – who was previously engaged to Zoë’s father, Lenny
Kravitz – also made the list, coming in at number 19.
Meghan, Duchess of Sussex appears at number four on the list, and is the only member of the
British Royal family to be included, noted for her efforts to move along some of the more stifling
royal fashion traditions, such as shiny tan tights, always-immaculate hair and neutral manicures
(the Duchess’s choice of dark nail polish at The Fashion Awards made headline news).
Some of 2018’s rising stars such as Yara Shahidi and Tessa Thompson make an impact on the top
25, while red-carpet regulars including Tracee Ellis Ross and Thandie Newton are chosen for their
risk-taking approaches and support of new designers.
In addition to the top 25 celebrities, the digital fashion weekly will also release daily countdowns
of best dressed fashion insiders, brides, accessory experts, beauty heroes and models – where the

battle to see who would win amongst the Hadid sisters, Bella and Gigi, was closely fought, with
Gigi finally triumphing.
To see the full feature, read PorterEdit at www.net-a-porter.com/porter/articlef0fe0982c9ceac88 or download the NET-A-PORTER app for iPhone, iPad and Android.
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About PorterEdit: PorterEdit, published in four languages, 52 weeks a year, is NET-A-PORTER’s
unrivaled weekly luxury-fashion digital magazine. With its high-caliber editorial polish,
PorterEdit is a sleek fusion of stunning fashion, beauty, travel and interview content in a uniquely
shoppable, digital format.

